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1. Introduction 

1.1 Classification 
Kwaya is a Bantu language spoken in the Mara Region of Tanzania, on the southeastern 
shore of Lake Victoria, south and west of Musoma town. It is classified as JE251 in the 
Haya-Jita JE20 Group of Bantu (Maho 2009) and is part of the Lacustrine languages, a 
name given because of the proximity to Lake Victoria. The ISO 639-3 code is [kya]. 

1.2 Data 
The data in this study comes from the Kwaya people (Devota C. Mahemba, David G. 
Murondoro, Boniface C. Kitende, Eliud K. Manyama, Eliza Rujama, Pius M. Kiraka, 
and others) who attended up to three SIL workshops in the Mara region of Tanzania in 
2006 and 2007 or were part of the Kwaya Reading Group started in November 2014 in 
the village of Kamguruki. At the first workshop, approximately 1500 lexical items were 
collected. At the second and third, the Kwaya worked together with SIL linguists to 
discover the phonological and morphological processes in their language and to decide 
how to write them. In March 2009, six members of Kwaya communities who had never 
been exposed to the writing system were invited to attend a workshop in Musoma 
whereby more useful information was gathered regarding how to improve the 
orthography. Finally, the Kwaya Reading Group gave important feedback during an 
orthography workshop in March 2015 which helped to confirm some rules, while 
making key changes to other rules. We are indebted to the Kwaya participants who 
sacrificed their time to see this work accomplished. 

1.3 Dialects 
The Jita and Ruri languages are located south of the Kwaya. Kwaya and Jita have 78% 
lexical similarity. Kwaya and Ruri share 89% lexical similarity (Hill et al. 2007). 
Within Kwaya, there is little variation as far as internal dialects are concerned. “When 
asked if there are small differences between the Kwaya spoken in different Kwaya 
villages, the people in both research locations agreed that there are small differences in 
pronunciation. However, they were quick to point out that all Kwaya speak the same 
Kwaya language.” (Hill et al. 2007:27). This statement was confirmed in the Kwaya 
dialect survey that was conducted in March 2013. The villages that were visited during 
the survey were as follows: Kamuguruki, Etaro, and Bisumwa. 
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Kwaya speakers reported up to three varieties of Kwaya. One variety is spoken in the 
west (Etaro and Busumba area), a second variety is located in the east (Kamugurki and 
Busimwa). The third variety, which was not verified in each location, may be located 
near the Kigera area in the southwest of the Kwaya language area. While these three 
varieties were reported, there was a clear concensus that all varieties are mutually 
intelligible. 

Despite this report from the Kwaya speakers, linguistic data collected during the survey 
did not uncover any clear linguistic differences between the three varities. 

The area considered to have the best Kwaya is the west. Both the villages Etaro and 
Busumba were mentioned as speaking excellent Kwaya. 

1.4 Format and purpose of this orthography statement 
This orthography statement is designed to show the proposed orthography of Kwaya 
and the reasons behind the orthographic decisions which were made. Although there is 
phonological and grammatical information in this paper, the intent is not to elaborate on 
it for any purpose other than giving necessary documentation for the orthographic 
information. Additional information on Kwaya grammar can be found in the The 
Grammar Basics of Kwaya (Odom 2016). All data is written using the orthography 
itself, unless otherwise stated. All glosses are in English. 

The following three sections focus on phonology, morphophonology, and 
word-boundary rules. The remaining sections will include spelling rules regarding loan 
words, capitalization, punctuation, difficult words, and a sample text of Kwaya. 

2. Phonology 
2.1 Vowels 
2.1.1 Vowel inventory 

Kwaya has a five-vowel, three-height system, having one set of high vowels, one set of 
mid-vowels, and one low vowel. This means there are five vowel phonemes, which also 
have contrastive vowel length (See § 2.1.2). 

Evidence of all vowel phonemes (not regarding length) is found in the following 
disyllabic roots with identical vowels. The contrastive words are shown along with the 
corresponding IPA and chosen orthographic symbols in Table  2.1-A. 
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Table  2.1-A: Kwaya vowels: graphemes and phonemes with examples 
Phoneme Grapheme Kwaya Example English Gloss 

/i/ i ekikiki wrinkle 
/ɛ/ e ekitebhe chair 
/a/ a riikara coal 
/ɔ/ o obhukoko crust 
/u/ u omufumu medical man 

2.1.2 Vowel length 

Contrastive vowel length exists in Kwaya, as there are minimal pairs distinguished only 
by length. To indicate length, the same vowel is written twice. The examples below 
show minimal pairs in identical environments in Table  2.1-B. 

Table  2.1-B: Contrastive vowel length in Kwaya 
 Short Long 

Vowels Kwaya Example English Gloss Kwaya Example English Gloss 
i riisina stem, tree trunk riisiina name 
e okurebha to be inadequate okureebha to herd animals 
a insatu python insaatu tilapia 
o okukora to do okukoora to be late 
u okutura to pass okutuura to put 

Table  2.1-C shows where length can occur in words. Long vowels may occur anywhere 
in a stem, including in the final syllable. 
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Table  2.1-C: Vowel length in different syllable structures 
Syllable Structure Kwaya Example English Gloss 

VV -uu light (weight) 
CVV -tuu dull, blunt 

VVCV aaki where 
CCVV ndii fullness 

CVVCV -reera long 
VVCVCV iigira imitate 

CVCVVCV -komeeye difficult 
CVVCVVCV tuutuura slash 

CVCVVCVCV suruumura open 
CVCVCVVCV sang’araaye yeast 

Class prefixes 5 rii-, 9 ii- (or iN-), and 10 gii- (or giN-), are sometimes perceived as 
long and sometimes as short (Odom 2015b). Unlike some related languages, the length 
perception is not wholly dependent on noun stem length. Monosyllabic stems always 
have a perceived long vowel in the prefix. Some workshop participants perceived a long 
vowel in the prefix for bisyllabic and trisyllabic stems as well, while others perceived 
those same vowels as short.1 

Translators began writing all class 5, 9, and 10 prefixes long around 2010. They felt that 
this more accurately represented the Kwaya language. During a workshop in March 
2015 participants voiced a strong preference for writing all class 5, 9, and 10 prefix 
vowels as long, except in conditioned length environments (see § 2.1.4). The workshop 
participants advised that since perceptions are different across the Kwaya community it 
will encourage consistency to simply write all these prefix vowels as long.2 The 
following table provides examples of these class prefixes. 

                                            
1 Phonetically, class 5 prefixes (on multisyllabic roots) are neither short nor long, but they are about half 
way between those lengths. This helps explain the mixed results regarding vowel length perception of this 
prefix. The class 9 prefix vowel, when measured, appears to be basically the same length as a short 
vowel. The class 10 prefix vowel does appear to be consistently very slightly longer than the class 9 
prefix vowel. Tone does not appear to be a feature of these prefixes. 
2 A dictation test which tested participants’ ability to consistently write these prefixes with long vowels 
showed a 77% consistency rate (Odom 2016b). 
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Table  2.1-D: Class 5, 9, and 10 prefixes 
Kwaya Example English Gloss 

riibhega shoulder 
riinyiki muscle 

iisugunyu hip 
iinyangi feast 

giinyumba houses 
giiyembe horns 

2.1.3 Vowel length in the conjunction ‘or’ 
There are two ways in which the Kwaya say ‘or’. In a declarative sentence they use the 
phrase amwi ati ‘or (lit. together/with that)’. However, generally within a question the 
final vowel of the word that would precede the ‘or’ is lengthened. This vowel 
lengthening is written in the Kwaya orthography. The following table provides 
contrasting sentences illustrating both of these ‘or’ environments. 

Table  2.1-E: Occurences of ‘or’ in Kwaya 

Inkeesha injomu ku-Kikwaya ni iiya wawongeraa habari za asubuhi? 

Which is a good greeting in Kikwaya wawongera or habari za asubuhi? 
 

Amang’ana gayo, abhasoko bheemwe bhataritura okuyajana nago amwi ati okugarema. 

These words, our enemies will not be able to refuse them or to argue against them. 

The phrase amwi ati can, however, occur in a question, but only if there is a list of three 
or more items and the first two items are joined by another conjunction, such as na 
‘and’. See below for an example of this type of question. 

Inkeesha ya wawongera na suura amwi ati habari za asubuhi, iiya ni injomu? 
The greeting wawongera and suura or habari za asubuhi, which is good? 

2.1.4 Vowel length in conditioned environments 

Phonetically, vowels sound longer before prenasalized consonants and after palatalized 
and labialized consonants. However, it has been concluded that, in Kwaya, this length is 
not phonemic. Therefore, within roots, even though these vowels are phonetically long 
to some degree, they are written short. Table  2.1-F gives examples of vowel length after 
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palatalized and labialized consonants, and Table  2.1-G gives examples of vowel length 
before prenasalized consonants. 

Table  2.1-F: Vowel length with palatalized and labialized consonants 
 Cy Cw 

i - okufwima 
to hunt 

e - okuswena 
to barter 

a maabhyara 
mother-in-law 

mukwaya 
vulture 

o riikumyo 
praise - 

u okukyusha 
to turn over - 
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Table  2.1-G: Vowel length before prenasalized consonants3 
 i e a o u 

mb okusimba 
to dig 

iimembe 
hyena 

riitambi 
step 

ekikombe 
shoulder tip 

iinumbu 
potato 

nch inchanuro 
comb - 

nd okurinda 
to wait 

okugenda 
to go 

iimande 
peanut 

katondo 
morning 

-funde 
thin 

nf infwa 
grave - nyamunfurura 

type of snake 
ng -ringa 

how many 
senga 
aunt 

okutangata 
to precede 

insonga 
meaning 

okutunga 
to rule 

nj injagi 
zebra - iinyanja 

ocean, sea 
ginsonji 

wolf 
riigunjo 
corn cob 

nk inkoro 
spirit - okunyanka 

to be disturbed - nyamunkoro 
crow 

ns inswi 
fish - ansi 

down - 

nsh insho 
grinding stone - 

nt intimu 
pillar - 

Exceptions to this rule are some vowels across morpheme boundaries in inflected verbs. 
See § 3.2 for more discussion on preserving morphemes across morpheme boundaries, 
including instances of writing long vowels in seemingly conditioned environments. 

2.1.5 Vowel clusters and intervocalic semivowels 

Aside from some exceptions listed below, it is not common to have vowel clusters (i.e. 
adjacent non-identical vowels) in Kwaya. When the consonant between two vowels is a 
semivowel, there is sometimes confusion about whether or not the semivowel <y> or 
<w> is “really present” and should be written. Extensive research and testing, both 
formal and informal, was conducted to determine whether or not these intervocalic 

                                            
3 The empty boxes in the table indicate that an example has not yet been located. It does not mean that the 
environment is impossible.  
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semivowels are regularly perceived by Kwaya speakers.4 The presence and perception 
of Kwaya semivowels seems to be in a state of transition at the moment, which truly 
complicates an effort for a consistent spelling rule. Nonetheless, our conclusion is that, 
(1) there are many Kwaya words in which an intervocalic semivowel is truly present 
stem-internally and/or across a morpheme boundary and therefore should be written, (2) 
there are other Kwaya words in which an intervocalic semivowel is not present 
underlyingly, but there is phonological semivowel insertion of which many speakers are 
aware and therefore should be written, (3) there are many words borrowed into Kwaya 
which should be written with “inserted” semivowels in order to preserve normal Kwaya 
syllable structure, and (4) there are a variety of types of exceptions, that is, words in 
which vowel clusters are allowed, and semivowels are not written.  

First, Table  2.1-H lists some words in which intervocalic semivowels are deemed truly 
present (based on Kwaya speaker perception, as well as linguistic evidence) and are 
therefore written. 

Table  2.1-H: Intervocalic semivowels 
Kwaya Example English Gloss 

orugoye rope 
obhufuyi shortness 
imbewo cold/shade 
okuriya to pay 
okuwora to get well 
okuyika to arrive 

                                            
4 During a workshop in March 2015 (Odom 2015) a dictation test revealed that about a third of the 
participants naturally inserted semivowels, while a third did not. The remaining third inserted a hyphen or 
an <h>. This indicates that the majority of the participants perceived that there was something between 
the adjacent vowels. A fairly exhaustive list of words containing intervocalic semivowels and adjacent 
vowels was recorded. The recordings indicated that the semivowels are not always present 
phonologically, but many of the words in question truly did contain an intervocalic semivowel on the 
surface. There was also often a difference between fast speech and slow speech. Many semivowels are 
not pronounced in fast speech, but they are pronounced in slow speech. Informal interviews were also 
conducted with Kwaya speakers. They were asked how they would spell certain words in Kwaya. Though 
some Kwaya speakers did not perceive the presence of semivowels and did not think that they should be 
written, others feel that they are present and therefore should be written.  
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Second, Table  2.1-K lists words in which semivowels are not clearly present 
underlyingly, but there is evidence that they are inserted phonologically, and they are 
written orthographically.5 

Table  2.1-I: Semivowel insertion 
 Kwaya Example Morphemes English Gloss 

a) 
owukora o-u-kor-a you are doing 
eyitura e-i-tur-a it (class 9) is passing 

b) okwiyenda o-ku-i-end-a to love oneself 

c) 
abheeyingisha a-bha-i-ingish-a they are inserting themselves 

neeyungwa ni-a-i-ungw-a I have felt 
The words in a) are present tense verbs, for which the subject is either 2nd person 
singular or class 9. A semivowel is written between the two vowels of these subject 
prefixes. 

Semivowels are also commonly inserted when three or more vowels meet across 
morpheme boundaries. For example, in b) desyllabification (see § 3.1.2) of u blocks 
desyllabification of the reflexive morpheme i-. A semivowel is inserted between i- and 
the vowel initial verb stem in order to prevent a vowel cluster. In c) coalescence of a 
and i (see § 3.1.3) results in the long vowel ee. When a long vowel is follwed by another 
vowel, a semivowel is phonologically inserted to prevent a vowel cluster. 

Third, Table  2.1-J lists some borrowed words which are written with intervocalic 
semivowels, many of which are Biblical words or names. 

Table  2.1-J: Borrowed  words 
Kwaya Example English Gloss 

riiyekaru temple 
emijeyituuni grapes 

Bhowaaji Boaz 
Dawudi David 
Pawuro Paul 

                                            
5 There are various morphophonological rules which prevent vowel clusters (see § 3.1). For example, 
when the first vowel in a sequence is either i or u, these high vowels usually desyllabify. If the first vowel 
is a, a coalesces with the following vowel, thus creating a long vowel. However, when the first vowel in a 
sequence is a mid-vowel, or when a long vowel is followed by another vowel, semivowel insertion is the 
only “repair strategy” used to prevent vowel clusters.  
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Fourth, the remaining tables in this section show a variety of types of exceptions. These 
are all words in which intervocalic semivowels are consistently deemed not correct by 
Kwaya speakers and are therefore written with adjacent vowels. The most common 
exception is the stem aika ‘say’. When prefixes are added, this stem can look quite 
similar to yika ‘arrive’. It was decided to write ‘say’ as aik, without an intervocalic 
semivowel, in order to ensure that these two stems are not confused. The following 
table gives some derivatives of this stem. 

Table  2.1-K: Vowel clusters stem internally 
Kwaya Example English Gloss 

okwaika to say 
omwaika, abhaaika speaker, speakers 

iinyaaika language 
Another exception is in reduplicated words. The following table provides a few 
examples of reduplication without semivowel insertion. 

Table  2.1-L: Vowel clusters with reduplication 
Kwaya Example English Gloss 

ayoayo right there 
iyoiyo the same one 

Another exception is if a verb stem ending in /ny/ has the palatal causative suffix added 
to it. This creates the following orthographic sequence of letters /nyia/ or /nyie/, which 
is a single syllable.6 For more information regarding this environment see § 3.1.2. 

There are a few additional exceptions for which it has been asserted that to write them 
with an inserted semivowel would be inaccurate Kwaya. The following table outlines 
these remaining exceptions of which we are currently aware. 

Table  2.1-M: Additional exceptions 
Kwaya Example English Gloss 
orugoe/gingoe eyelash/es 

Abhaefeso Ephesians 
Kiebhuraaniya Hebrew 
Abhaijirayeeri Israelis 

                                            
6 The palatal nasal is palatalized in this context. 
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2.2 Consonants 
2.2.1 Consonants 

The consonant system for Kwaya consists of 18 consonants, listed in chart form below. 

Table  2.2-A: Kwaya consonants 
Grapheme Phoneme Kwaya Example English Gloss 

bh /β/ okubhabhwa to itch 
ch /tʃ/ incheeche harp 
d /d/ orudaara bridge 
f /f/ orufufi skin (human) 
g /g/ okugega to take 
j /dʒ/ jaaji grandfather 
k /k/ ekikiki wrinkle 
m /m/ maama uncle 
n /n/ ekinani thigh 

ng’ /ŋ/ riing’aang’ayu gill 
ny /ɲ/ riinyiinyiri bat 
p /p/ riipapai papaya 
r /r/ obhururu pain, bitterness 
s /s/ riisisi tamarind tree 
sh /ʃ/ omwisho pestle 
t /t/ orutiti spinal cord 
w /w/ okuweeweeta to whisper 
y /y/ riiyaya lung 

Note that p and intervocalic d only occur in loanwords. Also of note is the voiced 
bilabial fricative [β], whose grapheme is <bh>. This, and <n’y> (see § 2.2.2) are the 
only sounds in Kwaya that do not also occur in Swahili. 

All of the Kwaya consonants can occur both stem initially and stem medially. Table 
 2.2-B shows the distribution of these consonants in stems. 
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Table  2.2-B: Consonant positioning in stems 
 Stem Initial English Gloss Stem Medial English Gloss 

bh bhisa to hide sibha to plug 
ch chuusha to overturn ocha to roast 
d orudaara bridge isaadi shirt 
f funya to fold injofu elephant 
g giira to follow riisiga tear drop 
j juma to growl riijo group 
k kara to bake sika to sink 
m mutondo tomorrow riitimu spear 
n nene big nene big 

ng’ ng’aanya to move soongora to carve 
ny nyinga during menya to know 
p riipapai papaya riipapai papaya 
r rinda to wait mira to swallow 
s simba to dig akasasi spark 
sh shonga to braid (hair) teesha to carve 
t tema to cut riito tribe 
w wooya to play fuwa to be jealous 
y yeeka to carry wooya to play 

2.2.2 Digraphs and trigraphs 

The digraph ny is the voiced palatal nasal [ɲ]. This digraph was chosen because it is the 
Swahili grapheme for the same consonant. 

The trigraph ng’ is the velar nasal [ŋ]. This trigraph also was chosen because it is the 
Swahili grapheme for the same consonant. 

The digraph bh is the bilabial fricative [β]. This digraph was chosen because Kwaya 
speakers want to show that this sound is different from the Swahili consonant <b>. 
When bh is prenasalized it becomes a stop, [ᵐb], and is written as mb. When bh is 
followed by either y, or w it remains a fricative and is written as bhy and bhw, 
respectively. 

The other digraphs ch and sh represent the same sounds, [tʃ] and [ʃ], respectively, as in 
Swahili. 
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The trigraph n’y is the palatalized alveolar nasal [nʲ]. This trigraph was chosen in order 
to differentiate the palatal nasal [ɲ] represented by ny, the palatalized palatal nasal [ɲʲ], 
represented by nyi and the palatalized alveolar nasal [nʲ], represented by n’y. 

2.2.3 Consonant combinations 

Table  2.2-C shows possible consonant combinations in Kwaya, in categories of 
labialization, palatalization, pre-nasalization, and any combinations of prenasalization 
plus labialization or palatalization. Words were chosen with a consciousness of whether 
the segments in question occur stem-internally or across morpheme boundaries. So, if 
the example of a segment occurs across a morpheme boundary in the data below, it can 
be assumed it does not exist in the data stem-internally. 

Table  2.2-C: Possible consonant combinations in Kwaya 
Consonants Kwaya Example English Gloss 

Labialization 
bhw obhwato dug out canoe, kayak 
fw abhafwimi hunters 
gw ebhigwato weapons, arms 
jw gimbaajwa hip 
kw ekikwabhi tobacco pipe 
mw okumwega to shave 
nw ekimaanwa kid (of goat) 

ng’w iing’wena crocodile 
nyw okunywa to drink 
rw obhurwaye illness, disease, sickness 
sw okuswika to get old 
tw omutwe head 
yw omubhoywa prisoner 

Palatalization 
bhy orurabhyo lightning bolt 
fy iinyoofyo ostrich 
gy okunyeegya to loosen, relax 
ky okusikya to cause something to sink 
my okumaamya to lay 
n’y okukuun’ya to touch 
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Consonants Kwaya Example English Gloss 
nyi [ɲʲ] see § 3.1.2 

ry bhasiirya day after tomorrow 
ty okugetya type of game 

Prenasalization 
mb akasambu garden 
nch incheeche harp 
nd okurinda to wait 
nf infubhu hippopotamus 
ng ingesi smoke 
nj injara famine 
nk inkoro soul, spirit 
ns insi ground 
nsh insho grinding stone 
nt intono kind of musical instrument 

Combinations 
mbw gimbwiga bee 
ndw indwi lion 
nfw infwa grave 
ngw okuungwa to hear 
njw okwanjwa [a bed] which has been made, made clean 
nkw okwasha ginkwi to split into pieces 
nsw inswi fish 
mby riisambya kind of tree 
ndy okwitundya to swing or rock 
ngy okuyungya to sift 
njy okwanjya cause a bed to be made 
nty intyanyi animal 

Note that the combination ntw is permissible in Kwaya; however, it is not included in 
chart above since the database provides us with a single example that is a taboo word in 
the language. Note also that njy is permissible but it is formed by adding the causative 
affix -y. 
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2.3 Tone 
Kwaya has a very active lexical and grammatical tone system, which will be described 
in the following section in terms of orthography decisions regarding tone. 

2.3.1 Lexical tone 
In varying environments, the tones of each of the following tone groups change. It is 
important to realize that the tone markings mark underlying tone, not surface tone. 

Nouns and verbs in Kwaya have two different lexical tone groups, LL and LH. Because 
of the utterance-final low-tone insertion rule, in isolation they can be LL or HL, but in a 
frame they occur as LL or LH. When presented with texts in which lexical tone was 
marked by placing an acute accent on the final vowel of nouns with a lexical LH 
melody, and similar texts in which lexical tone was not marked, Kwaya speakers could 
fluently read and understand well both texts. However, in the case of a text featuring 
lexical tone minimal pairs written without tone marking and, therefore, requiring 
readers to differentiate the meaning through context, readers often needed to repeat a 
sentence to correct the melody and, therefore, the meaning. Taking into consideration 
these findings, it has been decided that these minimal pairs (and ONLY these words) 
should be distinguished by placing an acute accent on the final vowel of the word 
exhibiting LH melody in these minimal pairs. 

2.3.1.1 Nominal tone 

Six nominal minimal pairs have been identified in Kwaya in which tone is the only 
difference. For each of these minimal pairs the word exhibiting the LH melody has an 
accent mark on the final vowel. This applies to the singular and plural forms of the 
following words: 
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Table  2.3-A: Nouns marked for lexical tone in Kwaya 
Marked Noun English Gloss Unmarked Noun English Gloss 

akasasí spark akasasi lunatic, mentally ill person 
giimambá lungfish giimamba argument, dispute 
iinambá longing iinamba number 
omurimí liar omurimi farmer 
omusimú season omusimu arrow 

indá louse inda stomach, pregnancy 
    

raabhé even though raabhe if 
Note that the final minimal pair in the table above are conjunctions. They are included 
here in order to record this minimal pair orthographic distinction. 

2.3.1.2 Verbal tone 

Verbal tone in Kwaya is marked by placing an acute accent on the last vowel of the 
verb for those words with an underlying lexical LH melody that have a lexical tone 
minimal pair, and no marking for LL words. Listed below are the three verbal minimal 
pairs which have been recognized in Kwaya. 

Table  2.3-B: Verbs marked for lexical tone in Kwaya 
Marked Verb English Gloss Unmarked Verb English Gloss 

okurabhá to be pleasing okurabha to taste 
okusimá to extinguish okusima to hurt someone or something 
okunogá to be soft or smooth okunoga to pick, pluck 

2.3.2 Grammatical tone 
In Kwaya, it has been decided to write grammatical tone only in certain cases where 
there are grammatical minimal pairs distinguished by tone. In grammatical minimal 
pairs differentiated by tone, the form that has a high tone is marked, whereas the form 
that has no H tone is not. There are three instances of marking grammatical tone in 
Kwaya. 

2.3.2.1 Distant past 

To distinguish the distant past tense from the completive aspect, the distant past tense is 
marked with a colon before the word, as seen immediately below: 
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Table  2.3-C: Distant past and completive aspect 
Kwaya Example Morphemes English Gloss 

bhaarimire bha-a-rim-ire they have already farmed 
:bhaarimire bha-a-rim-ire they farmed long ago 

   

naakorere ni-a-kor-ere I have already done (it) 
:naakorere ni-a-kor-ere I did (it) long ago 

   

aamukaamiiye a-a-mu-kaam-ir-ire s/he has already written to him/her 
:aamukaamiiye a-a-mu-kaam-ir-ire s/he wrote to him/her long ago 

As shown in the “Morphemes” column above, both the distant past and completive 
aspect are represented by identical morphemes: the prefix -a- and suffix -ire. For this 
reason, the forms are always segmentally the same but tonally different.7 

Because the colon, as a grammatical tone marker, is associated with the meaning of 
“distant past” and not just the specific verb form and tonal pattern, it has been decided 
to continue to use the colon on all forms that are inflected for distant past, even when 
not part of a minimal pair. This affects the negative, the copular and the habitual 
past-tense forms. 

The completive form does not have a negative counterpart, so the negative form of the 
distant past has no tonal minimal pair. There is, however, a vowel length minimal pair 
between the negative distant past and the negative medial past/anterior. The colon is 
therefore still helpful with the negative form to quickly differentiate these two forms. 
The following table provides some examples. 

                                            
7 Note in the table above the various forms that the suffix can take. These forms are due to phonological 
processes, namely vowel harmony and imbrication. The suffix -ire becomes -ere when the vowel that 
immediately precedes it is a mid-vowel. Imbrication occurs with the suffix -ire/-ere when it is 
immediately preceded by an /r/, either in the verb root or by the applicative suffix (see § 3.4). 
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Table  2.3-D: Negative distant past and negative medial past/anterior 
Kwaya Example Morphemes English Gloss 

bhatarimire bha-ta-rim-ire they have not farmed 
:bhataarimire bha-ta-a-rim-ire they did not farm long ago  

   

nitakorere ni-ta-kor-ere I have not done (it) 
:nitaakorere ni-ta-a-kor-ere I did not do (it) long ago 

   

atamukaamiiye a-ta-mu-kaam-ir-ire s/he has not written to him/her 
:ataamukaamiiye a-ta-a-mu-kaam-ir-ire s/he did not write to him/her long ago 

Since the colon is associated with the distant past time frame, it is also used when the 
habitual suffix marker occurs on a verb inflected for recent past. Recent past plus the 
habitual suffix acts as a general past, but is generally perceived as a distant past event. 
This is a unique form that does not have a minimal pair, but due to the association of 
the colon with the distant past, the colon is written at the beginning of these verb forms 
as well. The following table provides some examples. 

Table  2.3-E: Distant past with habitual suffix 
Distant Past +Habitual Morphemes English Gloss 

:bhaarimire :bhaarimaga bha-a-rim-aga they were farming 
habitually 

:naakorere :naakoraga na-a-kor-aga I was doing (it) 
habitually 

:aamukaamiiye :aamukaamiraga a-a-mu-kaam-ir-aga s/he was writing to 
him/her habitually 

Finally, the copular form in distant past ariga8 is also a unique form. It is used quite 
often, especially in compound verb constructions, and it means ‘was’. The colon is also 
written at the beginning of these verbs. The table below illustrates this verb form with 
various subjects. 

                                            
8 The morphemes of this verb form are as follows: 
 a ri ga 
distant past copular locative habitual 
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Table  2.3-F: Copular distant past 
Subject Kwaya Example 

1st person singular :naariga 
3rd person singular :aariga 
3rd person plural :bhaariga 

noun class 4 :gyariga 
noun class 6 :gaariga 
noun class 7 :kyariga 
noun class 9 :yaariga 

2.3.2.2 Third person singular narrative  

In order to distinguish the first person singular recent past from the third person singular 
narrative, the third person singular narrative is marked with a caret ( ^ ) before the 
word, as seen immediately below: 

Table  2.3-G: Third person singular narrative and first person singular recent past9 
Kwaya Example Morphemes English Gloss 

naasigara ni-a-sigara I have remained 
1SG-P1-remain 

^naasigara N-a-sigara and s/he remained 
NAR-3SG-remain 

   

naagega ni-a-gega I have taken 
1SG-P1-take 

^naagega N-a-gega and s/he took 
NAR-3SG-take 

As can be seen in the table above, while the surface forms appear identical, 
underlyingly the segments are quite different in these two verb forms. 

2.3.2.3 Conditional and recent past 

The final grammatical tone distinction is between the recent past and one of the Kwaya 
conditional verb forms. This conditional verb form is rare and would never be used in 
formal writing (such as the Bible), but could be found in traditional stories or vernacular 

                                            
9 In this table, 1SG = first person singular, 3SG = third person singular,  P1 = recent past, and NAR = 
narrative tense. 
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speech. This conditional form is marked by a tilde at the beginning of the verb. The 
following table provides a few examples. 

Table  2.3-H: Conditional and recent past 
Kwaya Example Morphemes English Gloss 

waanyoora u-a-nyoora you got (today) 
~waanyoora u-a-nyoora if you get 

   

bhaakaama bha-a-kaama they wrote (today) 
~bhaakaama bha-a-kaama if they write 

   

waamurora umumbumire you saw him (today) and you have hit him for me 
~waamurora umumbumire if you see him, hit him for me 

There are other conditional forms in Kwaya marked by the verbal prefix (a)ka- with 
either an -a or -e as the final vowel.10 These forms should never be marked with the 
tilde as the following table illustrates. 

Table  2.3-I: Conditional ka- 
Kwaya Example English Gloss   
bhakabhasoka if they hate you NOT ~bhakabhasoka 
kyakasubha if we return NOT ~kyakasubha 

bhaakabhume if they hit (tomorrow) NOT ~bhaakabhume 

2.3.2.4 Compound verb forms 

If a verb form that is usually marked with a grammatical tone marker is used in a 
compound verb form, the grammatical tone marker is still used. If both verbs in a 
compound verb form are normally written with a grammatical tone marker, then both 
verbs are still written with their grammatical tone marker. Since these grammatical tone 
markers are meant to communicate grammatical information, not just tonal information, 
it is seen as helpful to mark the distant past verbs and the third person singular narrative 
verbs every time, even if context might otherwise differentiate them. 

Use of two grammatical tone markers in a compound verb form occurs when the distant 
past verb form ariga ‘was’ (see § 2.3.2.1) is followed by a verb inflected for a third 

                                            
10 This prefix still needs to be researched. At times it is appears to have an /a/ preceding the /ka/, and it is 
reportedly not a dialect difference. Both are used by Kwaya speakers, however, the difference between 
them is apparently quite difficult to articulate. 
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person singular subject with narrative aspect. The following table provides examples of 
this compound verb form. 

Table  2.3-J: Compound verb forms and grammatical tone marking 
Individual Forms  Combined Forms English Gloss 

:aariga + ^naatogwa = :aariga ^naatogwa s/he was called 
:aariga + ^naagenda = :aariga ^naagenda s/he had gone 
:aariga + ^neenda = :aariga ^neenda s/he had wanted 

Note that there is no verb form which could possibly necessitate using two grammatical 
tone markers on the same verb form. Only one grammatical tone marker will occur at a 
time on a verb form. 

2.3.2.5 Medial past and anterior 

The medial past and anterior tense/aspect forms are segmentally and tonally identical. 
Since these two forms are not differentiated in speech they are also not differentiated in 
the orthography. No grammatical tone marking is written on either of these forms. This 
has not shown to cause any problems for Kwaya readers and writers. The table below 
provides examples of each of these tense aspect forms. 

Table  2.3-K: Medial past and anterior tense/aspect forms 
Tense/Aspect Form Morphemes Kwaya Example English Gloss 

Medial Past (P2) bha-ror-ere 
3PL-see-P2 bharorere they saw (yesterday) 

Anterior (ANT) bha-ror-ere 
3PL-see-ANT bharorere they have seen 

3. Morphophonology 
This section describes the orthographic conventions concerning phonological changes 
which occur across morpheme boundaries. Generally, these changes are written as they 
are pronounced. 

3.1 Vowel adjacency at morpheme boundaries 
This section describes how vowels interact when they meet across morpheme 
boundaries. 
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3.1.1 Vowel elision 
Elision in Kwaya most often involves the augment of a noun eliding after a copula or a 
locative. 

In the case of the copula, the noun augment elides when the copula ni precedes the 
noun. The exception to this is in class 5. In this class, in some cases the prefix elides 
and the noun stem is left with the augment. This is discussed in more detail in § 4.1. 

Noun augments also elide when affixed with the locative, e.g. ku-mutegi ‘with the 
fisherman’. See § 4.2 for further information. 

In addition to the environments listed above, native speakers and advanced writers of 
Kwaya have noted that sometimes the augment vowel is pronounced while other times 
it is not. A full understanding of the semantic role of the augment vowel is not currently 
available, so it has been determined there is a general rule that the augment vowel is 
written if it is pronounced. If it is not pronounced, then it is not written.  

3.1.2 Palatalization and labialization 

Desyllabification occurs at morpheme boundaries when i, or u in one morpheme 
precedes another different vowel-initial morpheme. The vowel u labializes, and i 
palatalizes. Noun class prefixes often desyllabify in combination with vowel-initial noun 
stems, such as the class 15 okwesi ‘month’ and the class 8 ebhyara ‘fingers’. 
Another environment in which consonants are palatalized or labialized is when verbal 
extensions are added to the end of a verb root. This is most clearly seen with the passive 
suffix -u, such as okwibhurwa ‘to be born’ or the causative suffix -i, such as 
okumaamya ‘to cause to lie down’. 
The causative suffix -y, when preceded by an alveolar nasal, results in a palatalized 
alveolar nasal. As mentioned in § 2.2.2, the orthographic representation of this sound is 
<n’y>.11 

                                            
11 Theoretically it could occur that a verb stem ending in a palatal nasal /ny/ could then have the causative 
suffix added onto it resulting in a palatalized palatal nasal. It was preferred by strong Kwaya readers to 
represent this as <nyi> rather than <nyy>. However, no examples could be elicited to show that this 
environment actually occurs in Kwaya. Should an example be found, then the palatalized palatal nasal 
will be written as <nyi>.  This may result in a verb ending in <nyia> or <nyie>. No semivowel 
should be inserted in this environment due to <nyia> and <nyie> being a single syllable. This is an 
exception to the intervocalic semivowel rule as outlined in § 2.1.5. 
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3.1.3 Assimilation 

In Kwaya, when the final vowel of a morpheme meets the same vowel of a stem, the 
two vowels join to become a long vowel. 

Table  3.1-A: Identical vowels at a morpheme boundary 
abha- + -ana  abhaana children 
eri- + -ino  eriino tooth 
The vowel sequences /a + i/ and /a + e/ coalesce to form /ee/ in Kwaya, while /a + u/ 
and /a + o/ coalesce to form /oo/. 

Table  3.1-B: Vowel coalescence 
abha- + ifi  abheefi thieves 
ama- + eyo  ameeyo broom 
abha- + ungwa  abhoongwa honest people 
ama- + ogesho  amoogesho a place for bathing 
When this vowel coalescence process occurs it creates a long vowel across a morpheme 
boundary. Accordingly, spelling rules regarding long vowels across morpheme 
boundaries are followed, even in seemingly conditioned length environments, as can be 
seen in the example above abhoongwa ‘honest people’ (see § 3.2).  

3.2 Vowel length in conditioned environments 
As stated in § 2.1.4, there is an exception to the compensatory lengthening (CL) rule. 
Within lexical roots, vowels are not written long if they are before a prenasalized 
consonant or after a palatalized or labialized consonant. But across morpheme 
boundaries, various vowels are likely to meet and create a long vowel. It is desirable to 
preserve each of those morphemes and their vowels, so both vowels are written.12 

These vowels are in fact present underlyingly (not just phonetically lengthened), even if 
they are in seemingly conditioned environments. The following table provides some 
examples illustrating seemingly conditioned environments in which long vowels are 
written. 

                                            
12 The exact vowel quality may not be preserved (e.g. when vowels coalesce across morpheme boundaries 
(see § 3.1.3)), but the resulting vowel length is preserved. 
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Table  3.2-A: Long vowels in seemingly conditioned length environments13 
Orthographic Morphemes English Gloss 

okwamba oku-amba to start 
INF-start 

kyaamba ki-a-amba we started (earlier today) 
1PL-P1-start 

   

okuungwa oku-ungwa to hear 
INF-listen 

kikyoongwa ki-kya-ungwa we are still listening 
1PL-PER-listen 

There are also cases in which Kwaya verbs can have a sequence of three identical 
vowels underlyingly, but only two vowels are written. For example, if a vowel-initial 
verb such as okwaika ‘to say’ is in the 3SG present tense, its underlying morphemes are 
ka-a-aika, but it is written as kaaika ‘s/he is saying’, not *kaaaika.14  

Long vowels can be written in CL environments across morpheme boundaries in nouns 
and infinitives as well. For example, the word omwenge ‘knowledgeable person’ in the 
plural is abheenge ‘knowledgeable people’. Due to coalescence (see § 3.1.3), it is easy to 
discover which nouns belong to this exception. As the example abheenge 
‘knowledgeable people’ illustrates, the low vowel in abha- coalesces with the following 
e to become abhe-. This coalescence can also be seen in abhoongwa ‘honest people’ for 
which the singular is omuungwa ‘honest person’. Similarly, the infinitive verb 
okuungwa ‘to hear/obey’ is written with a long vowel in a CL environment. 

3.3 Adjacent nasals 
Due to Kwaya verbal morphology, it is necessary to allow adjacent nasals in the 
orthography. This preserves meaning that otherwise would be lost. There are two 
environments in which adjacent nasals are expected to occur. 

(1) The first person singular object marker is /n-/, and its point of articulation depends 
on the following consonant or vowel. When the following verb root is 

                                            
13 In this table: INF = infinitive, P1 = recent past, PER = persistive, 1PL = first person plural 
14 It has been confirmed by native Kwaya speakers that there is no vowel length difference when there are 
three identical vowels underlyingly versus two. It has been noted that when a minimal pair could occur 
due to this vowel length restriction, the environment always makes the meaning clear. 
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nasal-initial, then the use of adjacent nasals preserves the object marker. The 
following examples illustrate this. 

Table  3.3-A: First person singular adjacent nasals 
Kwaya Example English Gloss  Kwaya Example English Gloss 

okunara to adapt → okunnara to adapt to me 
okunyaasha to bother → okunnyaasha to bother me 
okumaamya to lay down → okummaamya to lay me down 
okungaanyya to cause to move → okunngaanyya to cause me to move 
okumbakila to build for → okummbakila to build for me 

(2) The narrative aspect marker is /n-/, and it occurs directly before the subject 
marker. When the subject is either first person singular ni-, or second person 
plural mu-, then writing adjacent nasals preserves the aspect marker for the verb 
form. The following examples illustrate this. 

Table  3.3-B: Narrative aspect adjacent nasals15 
Kwaya Example Morphemes English Gloss 

mmurora N-mu-rora then you all saw 
mmuuja N-mu-Vja then you (pl.) came 
nniyiita N-ni-yiita then I remembered 
nnaaika N-nV-aika then I said 

3.4 Imbrication 
Imbrication occurs with Kwaya verbal suffixes when the suffix -ire is preceded by an r 
(r + ire). The r could be part of the applicative suffix -ir, or could be the end of the 
verb stem. The resulting imbricated verb ending is most commonly -iiye. However, 
during the imbrication process the i of the -ire suffix assimilates to the immediately 
preceding vowel and therefore can also be -aaye, -eeye, -ooye, and -uuye.16 The chart 
below provides examples of each of these verb endings. 

                                            
15 In this table: V = unspecified vowel, N = unspecified nasal. 
16 It is only in the process of imbrication that the /i/ can become any of the five Kwaya vowels. Otherwise 
this suffix follows normal vowel harmony rules and can be either -ire or -ere. 
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Table  3.4-A: Imbrication in suffixes17 
Kwaya Example Morphemes English Gloss 

abhariiye a-bhar-ir-ire s/he has counted 
3SG-count-APP-ANT 

ayambaaye a-yambaar-ire s/he has stood 
3SG-stand-ANT 

:aaroreeye a-a-ror-er-ere s/he saw (long ago) 
3SG-P3-see-APP-P3 

akokooye a-kokor-ire s/he has grown old 
3SG-grow old-ANT 

:aatuuye a-a-tuur-ire s/he put (long ago) 
3SG-P3-put-P3 

When a passive suffix is also included in this imbrication process, then the passive 
suffix -u follows the y of the imbricated suffix. The resulting suffixes are -iiywe, 
-aaywe, -eeywe, -ooywe, and -uuywe. 

4. Word boundaries 
4.1 Copula 
The copula in Kwaya, ni (which happens to be identical to Swahili), is written as an 
independent word. The following noun is written without its augment. The following 
table gives various examples of the copula in context. 

Table  4.1-A: Copula 
 Isolated Noun Kwaya Example English Gloss 
1 omutegi Masinde ni mutegi Masinde is a fisherman 
4 emitego ginu ni mitego these are fishing nets 
7 ekigongo tari ni kigongo but it is sympathy 
14 obhukeesha bhunu ni bhukeesha it is a greeting 

For a class 9 noun that follows the copula, the augment vowel elides as expected, but 
the nasal that forms part of the class prefix does not elide. In class 10, however, the 
entire gii- class prefix elides in pronunciation, again leaving only the nasal. These 
copular phrases are written as they are pronounced, which means that class 9 and 10 
nouns look identical following the copula, but context differentiates them.  

                                            
17 In this table: 3SG = third person singular, APP = applicative, ANT = anterior, P3 = remote past. 
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Table  4.1-B: Copula and class 9/10 
 Isolated Noun Kwaya Example English Gloss 
9 intungwa ni ntungwa ya… (it) is a tradition of... 
10 gintungwa ni ntungwa ginu giri… (they) are traditions that are… 
There are two different types of class 5 nouns, and each type behaves differently 
following the copula. There are a small set of class 5 nouns which still retain the 
augment vowel and prefix, erii-, and these nouns behave much like the examples above, 
e.g. the augment simply elides following the copula. However, the majority of class 5 
nouns do not have an augment vowel, and when these words follow the copula, the 
entire prefix rii- elides, much like in class 10.  In the table below, the first two examples 
illustrate the small set of words which undergo the normal augment deletion, and the 
second two examples illustrate the majority of class 5 words, which undergo prefix 
deletion. 

Table  4.1-C: Copula and class 5 
Isolated Noun Kwaya Example English Gloss 

eriino ni riino it is a tooth 
eriiso ni riiso it is an eye 
riisiina ni esiina it is a name 

riisambu ni esambu it is a farm 
Note that when the rii- prefix elides in the last two examples, the noun is actually 
written with an augment vowel e-, because the noun stem would not make sense if it 
were written by itself without any prefix or augment vowel.  

The copula can be combined with personal pronouns to create emphatic pronouns. 
Whether it is an emphatic pronoun, a copula followed by a personal pronoun, or even 
the conjunction followed by a personal pronoun, the pronunciation is the same (except 
for 3rd person plural). It has been decided to write the emphatic pronoun conjunctively, 
and the copula or conjunction followed by a personal pronoun disjunctively. The 
following table illustrates this paradigm. 
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Table  4.1-D: Copula and conjunction with personal pronouns 
 Emphatic Pronoun Copula+ Pronoun Conjunction+ Pronoun 

1sg naanye ni anye na anye 
2sg naawe ni awe na awe 
3sg niwe  na omwene 
1pl neeswe ni eswe na eswe 
2pl neemwe ni emwe na emwe 
3pl nibho ni bheeki na bheeki 

Note in the table above that there is no copula+ 3rd person singular form. It has been 
observed that this form does not seem to exist. While the copula and the following 
pronoun can be written disjunctively for all other persons, it cannot be done for this 
one. It is always an emphatic pronoun, never a copula+ pronoun form. 

4.2 Locatives 
In Kwaya, locatives are pronounced together with nouns or verbs. The nominal 
locatives are class 17 and class 18 clitics, ku and mu, which are pronounced together 
with the following word. The class 17 locative can refer to either a general or specific 
location, while the class 18 locative refers to being inside. In writing, these locatives are 
separated from the following noun by a hyphen. The following table provides examples 
of these locatives with various noun classes. 

Table  4.2-A: Nominal locatives 
 Kwaya Example English Gloss Class 17 Class 18 
1 omuragi prophet ku-muragi - 
2 abhategi fisherman ku-bhategi mu-bhategi 
5 riisaka brush, thicket kw-isaka mw-isaka 
5 eriikirisha faith ku-riikirisha mu-riikirisha 
9 injagi zebra ku-njagi mu-njagi 
10 ginjagi zebras ku-njagi mu-njagi 
11 orubhiga cooking pot ku-rubhiga mu-rubhiga 
15 okutwi ear ku-kutwi mu-kutwi 

For class 5 nouns, the initial consonant r elides, causing the vowels of the class 17 and 
18 clitics to labialize. An exception to this is a small set of nouns in class 5 which have 
the augment, e-. When a noun in this set follows a locative, the augment elides, but the 
consonant of the prefix remains, so the vowel of the locative does not labialize. 
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When a class 10 noun follows a locative, its prefix, gii-, elides. The prefix nasal, 
however, does not elide. This is much like the pattern seen with the copula in the 
previous section. 

Adjectives, associatives, and possessive pronouns do not agree with classes 17 or 18; 
even if the clitic is attached to a noun, the adjective will still agree with the original 
noun’s class. 

Additionally the class 17 locative ku can be used adverbially, e.g. ku-kimari ‘truly, by 
truth’. The hyphen will be used in this environment as well, when the locative is not 
actually referring to a location.18 

There are four verbal locative forms following verbs in Kwaya, which are the class 17 
and class 18 enclitics, ko and mo respectively, as well as wo and yo.19 In writing, these 
locatives are separated by a hyphen, as can be seen in the following table. 

Table  4.2-B: Verbal locatives 
Kwaya Example English Gloss 
^naakaama-ko then s/he wrote there 
okubhiikira-mo to keep safe inside 
uwunyoora-wo you are meeting there 

ekisubha-yo we are returning there 
There is an exception to the locative rule for a certain class of verbs. Locatives are 
written conjunctively with the copular locative verb ri, with both the affirmative as well 
as the negative.20 The table below gives the full concord of locatives written 
conjunctively with the copular locative. 

                                            
18 The Kwaya translators have explained that the class 17 locative can be understood to mean “on truth”. 
They advised that it shouldn’t be difficult to remember to use the hyphen in this context. 
19 The enclitics wo and yo may be class 16 and 23, respectively, but additional research is needed to fully 
determine the semantics and class of these enclitics. 
20 Previously these were written with a hyphen; however, due to the shortness of this verb a preference 
for writing conjunctively without a hyphen had been voiced. This suggestion was tested in an orthography 
workshop in March 2015, and there was a clear preference for writing the locative conjunctively on these 
verbs (Odom 2015b). 
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Table  4.2-C: Copular locative verbs  
 -ko -ko 

negative 
-mo -mo 

negative 
-wo -wo 

negative 
-yo -yo 

negative 
1SG niriko nitariko nirimo nitarimo niriwo nitariwo niriyo nitariyo 
2SG uriko utariko urimo utarimo uriwo utariwo uriyo utariyo 
3SG ariko atariko arimo atarimo ariwo atariwo ariyo atariyo 
1PL kiriko kitariko kirimo kitarimo kiriwo kitariwo kiriyo kitariyo 
2PL muriko mutariko murimo mutarimo muriwo mutariwo muriyo mutariyo 
3PL bhariko bhatariko bharimo bhatarimo bhariwo bhatariwo bhariyo bhatariyo 
3 guriko gutariko gurimo gutarimo guriwo gutariwo guriyo gutariyo 
4 giriko gitariko girimo gitarimo giriwo gitariwo giriyo gitariyo 
5 ririko ritariko ririmo ritarimo ririwo ritariwo ririyo ritariyo 
6 gariko gatariko garimo gatarimo gariwo gatariwo gariyo gatariyo 
7 kiriko kitariko kirimo kitarimo kiriwo kitariwo kiriyo kitariyo 
8 bhiriko bhitariko bhirimo bhitarimo bhiriwo bhitariwo bhiriyo bhitariyo 
9 iriko itariko irimo itarimo iriwo itariwo iriyo itariyo 
10 giriko gitariko girimo gitarimo giriwo gitariwo giriyo girariyo 
11 ruriko rutariko rurimo rutarimo ruriwo rutariwo ruriyo rutariyo 
12 kariko katariko karimo katarimo kariwo katariwo kariyo katariyo 
14 bhuriko bhutariko bhurimo bhutarimo bhuriwo bhutariwo bhuriyo bhutariyo 
15 kuriko kutariko kurimo kutarimo kuriwo kutariwo kuriyo kutariyo 

The class 23 clitic e is written conjunctively with the following word.. This clitic is 
primarily used with some place names, cardinal directions and ‘left’ and ‘right’. Not all 
place names, however, allow for this clitic, for example Emusoma ‘at Musoma’ is 
acceptable, but Ebhunda ‘at Bunda’ is not. This clitic seems to be frozen on a limited 
number of words. So, the decision has been made to treat it differently than the much 
more productive class 17 and 18 locatives. 

4.3 Associatives 
The prepositional clitic which associates two nouns agrees in class with the first noun of 
the construction. Its vowel is underlyingly a, but in pronunciation this vowel assimilates 
to the augment vowel of the following word. However, the Kwaya people have decided 
to retain the underlying form in writing associatives, and to write them disjunctively. 
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Table  4.3-A provides examples from several classes. The consonant possibilities are 
predictable, based on knowledge of the Kwaya noun classes. 

Table  4.3-A: Associatives 
Kwaya Example English Gloss 

omwana wa Abhakwaya child of the Kwaya people 
emyenda gya emirimu working clothes (literally, clothes of work) 
obhusima bhwa imbwa ugali of the dog 
amabhoko ga omuunu arms of a person 

omusaani wa unu friend of him 
Typically the associative is not written with an initial augment vowel, however, there is 
one environment in which it is necessary to write the initial augment vowel on the 
associative. The augment is written when the associative has this meaning of ‘having’. 
The following table provides examples of this exception. 

Table  4.3-B: Associative meaning ‘having’ 
Kwaya Example English Gloss 

omuunu owa riisiina riyo a person having that name 
abhaanu abha omweko people having hunger 
agandi aga amanaga others having strength 

4.4 Conjunction 
The conjunction, underlyingly na, is written disjunctively. In pronunciation, the vowel 
of the conjunction assimilates to the initial vowel of the following word, whether that is 
an augment vowel or any other word-initial vowel. However, the Kwaya people have 
decided to retain the underlying form in writing conjunctions. 

Table  4.4-A: Conjunction 
Kwaya Example English Gloss 
iinyo na amanji clay water pot and water 

iing’oko na ebhijuuju chicken and chicks 
omurimi na insuka farmer and hoe 

omugasi na omwana woman and child 
unu na uyo this person and that person 

Another conjunction, ‘or’, is discussed above in § 2.1.3. 
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4.5 Question word clitics 
There are three question word enclitics in Kwaya: ki ‘which, what’, ga ‘who’, and ri 
‘when’. All three question word enclitics can follow both nouns and verbs. These are 
written conjunctively without a hyphen on the preceding word. Even though each clitic 
has a clear semantic meaning which is separate from the preceding word, there was a 
clear preference from Kwaya speakers for writing these conjunctively without a hyphen. 
This is likely a result of Swahili’s conjunctive writing of a similar verbal enclitic ‘je’. 
The following table provides examples of each of these question word clitics. 

Table  4.5-A: Question word clitics 
Kwaya Example English Gloss 

Ni kubhaki? Why (lit. it is for what)? 
Ni mang’anaki? What are these matters (lit. it is matters what)? 

Mukorere majomuki? 
What good things have you (pl.) done (lit. you have done good 

things what)? 
Naanye niga? Who am I (lit. surely I am who)? 

Obhuturo bhwaga? With whose ability (lit. ability of who)? 
Kaajari? When is s/he coming (lit. s/he is coming when)? 

Kaaja orusukuri? S/he is coming on what day (lit. s/he is coming day when)? 

4.6 Reduplication 
When a word is reduplicated in Kwaya it is treated as one word. Verbal, pronominal, 
and demonstrative reduplication has been noted in Kwaya, and in all instances of 
reduplication it is written conjunctively. Table  4.6-A provides some examples. 

Table  4.6-A: Reduplication 
Kwaya Example English Gloss 

okusekaseka to laugh often 
bhoonebhoone anybody 
kyonekyone anything 
bhanubhanu them specifically 

riyoriyo those specifically 
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4.7 Compound words 
There are some words that are clearly compounded into a single word, and native 
speakers are generally aware that they should be written as a single word as shown in 
the following table. 

Table  4.7-A: Compound words 
Kwaya Example Orthography English Gloss 

ekirumira to hurt + abhiri two places ekirumiraabhiri type of snake 
riibhebha rat + rugo the bush riibhebharugo wild rat 

There are other lexical items formed by multiple words which are written disjunctively 
and we consider these to be idiomatic expressions, not compounds. For example, the 
directional words ebhuwuruka esuubha ‘east’ and ebhugwa esuubha ‘west’ are written as 
two words. 

5. Loan words 
Loan words are written as they are pronounced in Kwaya. If the word is borrowed from 
Swahili and there are sounds in the words that do not occur in Kwaya ([ð, h, b, z]), then 
the word is adapted to the Kwaya sound system. For example, the word ‘gold’ in 
Kwaya is borrowed from Swahili (dhehabu) and includes three of the sounds listed 
above. In keeping with Kwaya phonology it is written ijaabhu. Note that the Swahili 
letter dh becomes j, the Swahili h is dropped resulting in a long vowel, and the Swahili 
stop b becomes the Kwaya fricative bh. 

Another example is the Biblical name ‘Boaz’. In Swahili this name is written Boazi, but 
in Kwaya it is written Bhowaaji. As noted abov the Swahili stop b becomes the Kwaya 
fricative bh, a semivowel is inserted intervocalically, the a is lengthened, and the 
Swahili letter z becomes j. 

6. Capitalization 
Several traditional capitalization rules are followed in the Kwaya language. The first 
letter of the first word in a sentence is capitalized. The first letter of proper nouns is 
capitalized. The first word in a quote is also capitalized. Examples of each of these are 
listed below: 
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Nyamuwanga niwe omutungi weeswe. 
God surely is our ruler. 
 
Niwe Nyamuwanga ni mutungi weeswe. 
Surely God is our ruler. 
 
Raata naaika ati, “Omujebhe gwawo nigwo gwakwendera.” 
Dad said, “Your airs have gotten you in trouble.” 
In the past, the first letter of the noun stem was capitalized on proper nouns, 
ebhuSimbiti ‘Simbiti-land’, for example. This convention was changed due to a 
preference to have the first letter of the whole word capitalized, rather than the first 
letter of the noun stem, as the following example illustrates. 

Maingu agabhuuye Ebhusimbiti. 
Maingu married in Simbiti-land. 
If a proper noun is preceded by a locative, such as ku or mu, the locative is not 
capitalized, just the proper noun. If a noun preceded by a locative is sentence-initial, 
then the locative is capitalized. When the sentence-initial noun with a locative is also a 
proper noun, then both the locative and the noun are capitalized. 

Genda ku-Mabhere akuyaane giiyera gyani! 
Go to Mabere, he’ll give you my money! 
 
Ku-Mabhere ayo kiriwo ekisoro! 
There is a snake at Mabere! 

7. Punctuation 
The following sections outline the basic rules of punctuation for Kwaya. In general 
these rules follow conventional punctuation rules. 

7.1 Sentence-final punctuation 
The period <.> is used at the end of every declarative sentence. 

Ku-bhwambiro Nyanfuru :eebhuuye mwana muyara. 
At first Nyanfuru delivered a female child. 
The question mark is used at the end of an interrogative sentence. 
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Ekigendari okukeesha maayi Nyanfwina? 
When will we go to greet my mother Nyanfwina? 
The exclamation mark is used at the end of an exclamatory sentence. 

Aabhiirwa kimwikimwi! 
He was so mad! 

7.2 Commas < , > 
The comma is used to separate quotations from other portions of the sentence. 

Abhakwaya abhakeesha ati, “Bhwakya!” 
The Kwaya greet by saying, “Bhwakya!” 
The comma is also used to separate different items in a list. 

Aagura iinyama, iisukaari, omuunyu, na amafuta ga okuteekera. 
He has bought meat, sugar, salt, and oil for cooking. 
The comma also appears after a name when it is mentioned at the beginning of a 
sentence. 

“Mafuru, ntuurya!” 
“Mafuru, save me!” 
In general the comma is used when a reader would naturally pause in the course of 
reading. 

7.3 Colon 
In addition to its use as a grammatical tone marker (see § 2.3.2.1), the colon is also used 
to begin a list of three or more items. This double use of the colon does not seem to be 
difficult for readers. 

Bhanu nibho :bhaariga bhari abhaana bha Seyiri Muwori, abheekasi bha mu-kyaro 
kya Edoomu: Rotani, Shobhari, Sibhewoni, Ana, Dishooni, Eseeri na Dishaani 
They indeed were there, the children of Seir the Horite, natives in the land of 
Edom: Lotan, Shobal, Zibeon, Anah, Dishon, Ezer and Dishan. 
The colon is also used in notation of time and scripture references. 

Saa 4:00 
4:00 
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Abhagaraatiya 6:7 
Galatians 6:7 

7.4 Quotation Marks 

Double quotation marks are used to open and close quotes. 

Aambirikira, ^naambwira ati, “Nyasinde aaika ugende woori kutya!” 
He called me and told me that, “Nyasinde said to come now!” 
Single quotation marks are used when there is a quote inside of another quote. 

Masaatu aaja anu ^naambwira ati, “Makunja anaraasha ati, ‘Reero enibhuma 
Wamagwega, aanfumiiye mukaani.’”  
Masatu came here and told me that, “Makunja was announcing that, ‘Today I will hit 
Binti Magwega, he has been insulting my wife to me.’” 

8. Difficult words 
Words with vowel length at morpheme boundaries are often spelled with a short vowel 
by mistake, especially when this contradicts the normal rule for compensatory 
lengthening. For example: 

Table 8- 7.4-A: Long vowels across morpheme boundaries 
Morpheme Boundaries  Kwaya Example English Gloss 

a+bha+ungwa = abhoongwa they are obeying 
e+ki+ingira = ekiingira we are entering 
omu+ubha = omuubha coward 

9. Example text 
The following Kwaya folk tale illustrates the practical use of the orthography, with 
glosses in both Swahili and English: 

Obhubheeyi Obhwendera 
Unafiki Unaendelea 
Hypocrisy Continues 

Kara na kara :yaariga iriwo iimembe na ekituuju. 
Zamani na zamani ilikuwa yupo fisi na sungura. 
long ago and long ago there was there hyena and rabbit. 
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Wamembe na Wamutuuju :bhaariga bhatareene obhusaani, 
Fisi na Sungura walikuwaga wameshikana urafiki, 
Hyena and Rabbit were holding fast a friendship, 
 

kutyo :bhaariga bheekaaye amwi na abhaana bheebhwe. 
hivyo walikuwaga wamekaa pamoja na watoto wao. 
thus they were living together with children their. 
 

Emirimu gyebhwe :bhaakoreraga amwi, :bhaarimiraga amwi 
Kazi zao walikuwaga pamoja, walilimaga pamoja 
Works their they were doing together, they were farming together 
 

na ekitara :kyariga kiri kimwi. 
na ghala kilikuwaga kipo kimoja. 
and storeroom it was there one. 
 

Kimari :bhaariga bheendeene muno na amang’ana geebhwe 
Kweli walkikuwaga wameendana sana na maneno yao 
Truly they were going together much and words their 
 

:gaariga gari gamwi. 
yalikuwaga yapo moja. 
were there one. 
 

Mwaka gumwi :bhaarimire omugunda gwebhwe ogwa giimande, 
Mwaka mmoja walilima shamba lao lenye karanga, 
Year one they farmed farm their having peanuts, 
 

nawe ebhando ebhiibhi ingubha niifubhurafubhura era, 
lakini bahati mbaya mvua ikatematema mate tu, 
but luck bad rain was spitting just, 
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:itaaguuye eya okuyisha ebhyokurya, kimwi giimande gyone 
haikuanguka yenye kuivisha chakula, basi karanga zote 
did not fall having to ripen food, so peanuts all 
 

kutyo ngyuma na omumwi. Mbabha na iinyaako 
hivyo zikakauka na jua. Wakawa na shida 
thus they dried up by the sun. They were with a problem 
 

nene na abhaana bheebhwe. Ekyaro nkyuma turu, 
kubwa na watoto wao. Nchi ikakauka kabisa, 
big for children their. The earth dried up completely, 
 

amanji ngoomira kyaro kyone kutyo. 
maji yakameza nchi yote hivyo. 
water swallowed earth all thus. 
 

Gintyanyi gya amayembe ngikokana ngyamba okurwaja 
Wanyama wa pembe wakaalikana wakaanza kujadili 
Animals having horns invited each other they started to discuss 
 

bhakore kutiki bhanyoore amanji. Anu Wamutuuju 
wafanye vipi wakute maji. Hapo Sungura 
they should do what they get water. When Rabbit 
 

:aanyoorere amang’ana gayo ^naabhwira Wamembe ati, 
alikuta maneno hayo akaambia Fisi kwamba, 
he met words these he told Hyena that, 
 

“Ni kujomu eswe kyone kimenye ekiina kya 
“Ni vizuri sisi pia tusikie mpango wa 
“It is good us too should hear plan of 
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abheejaasu abha amayembe itaaja okubha amwi 
wenzetu wenye pembe isije kuwa labda 
our companions having horns it should not be perhaps 
 

abhaaikana okukiita, woori anye enikusabha awe 
wanasemana kutuua, sasa mimi ninakuomba wewe 
they say to each other to kill us, now I beg you 
 

ukiyambaarire mu-kiina kiyo. 
utusimamie kwenye mpango huo. 
represent us in meeting that. 
 

Wamembe ^naaika ati, “Riing’ana riyo ni ikomeeye kwa 
Fisi akasema kwamba, “Neno hilo ni vigumu kwa 
Hyena said that “Word this is hard for 
 

okubha bhanu abhagenda bhoone kutyo bhari na amayembe 
kuwa ambao wanaenda wote hivyo wapo na pembe 
because those that are going all thus they are with horns 
 

na amanooko, anye niri na ginkumu na amayembe 
na kwato kubwa, mimi nipo na kucha na pembe 
and big hoof, I am here with claws and horns 
 

nitari nago. Ku-kimari riing’ana riyo nitakuritura.” 
sina nazo. Kwa kweli neno hilo siliwezi.” 
I do not have them. Truly word that I cannot do it.” 
 

Wamutuuju kweki ^naabhwira Wamembe ati, “Yuungwa musaani 
Sungurua tena akaambia Fisi kwamba, “Sikiliza rafiki 
Rabbit again told Hyena that, “Listen friend 
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waani, anye naaroosiishe obhurimbo obhujomu bhunu 
wangu, mimi nimeshatenganeza ulimbo mzuri ambao 
my, I I have already prepared bird lime nice that 
 

kikatuura ku-mutwe obhugwatirira amayembe ku-mutwe gwawo, 
tukiweka kichwani inashikilia pembe kichwani chako, 
if we put on the head it holds horns on the head your, 
 

atariwo na wumwi unu kaaja okumenya ati 
hayupo na mmoja ambaye anakuja kujua kwamba 
there is not any one who is coming to know that 
 

awe ni ntyanyi inu itari na mayembe.” 
wewe ni mnyama hii isiwe na pembe.” 
you are animal this not having with horns.” 
 

Wamembe ^neekirisha nawe :aariga eetimaatire muno kwa okubha 
Fisi akakubali lakini alikuwa amesita sana kwa kuwa 
Hyena agreed but he was hesitating much for because 
 

:eeganiirishaga ati bhakamumenya abhatura okumuswasha 
alifikiriga kwamba wakimjua wanaweza kumwaibisha 
he was thinking that if they know him they could embarrass him 
 

na abhatura okumwita. Kimwi mbaamba okusakya okugatuura-ko. 
na wanaweza kumwita. Basi wakaanza kujaribu kuyawekako. 
and they could kill him. So they started to try to put it there. 
 

Obhurimbo :bhweejire okugwata amayembe ngeekara kujomu. 
Ulimbo ulikuja kushika pembe zikakaa vizuri. 
Bird lime came to hold the horns they sat well. 
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Wamembe ^naamba okususana na gintyanyi gya amayembe. 
Fisi akaanza kufanana na wanyama wa pembe. 
Hyena started to resemble with the animals of horns. 
 

Anu orusuku :rwayikire mbaroosha obhurimbo mbatuurira-ko 
Wakati siku ilifika wakatengeneza ulimbo wakawekeako 
When the day arrived they prepared bird lime they put it on 
 

Wamembe amayembe. ^Neemuka okugenda mu-kiina. Ekimari 
Fisi pembe. Akaamka kwenda kwenye mpango. Kweli 
Hyena horns. He arose to go to the meeting. Truly 
 

Wamembe :ataasuseene na gintyanyi egya amayembe. Gutari 
Fisi hakufanana na wanyama wenye pembe. Haupo 
Hyena did not look like animals having horns. There was not 
 

omunwa era na amanooko goone :aariga atari nago. 
mdomo tu na kwato kubwa pia alikuwa hana nazo. 
the mouth simply and big hoof also he was not having them. 
 

Wamembe :aakorere okwingira mu-kiina na bhunu :eengiiye 
Fisi alifanya kuingia kwenye mpango na wakati aliingia 
Hyena made to enter in the meeting and when he entered 
 

gintyanyi gyone kutyo ngimurora, ngiibhuusha ati, “Ni 
wanyama wote hivyo wakamwona, wakajiuliza kwamba, Ni 
animals all thus saw him, they asked themselves that, Is 
 

ntyanyi mbagaki inu? Ndora ina amayembe enu 
mnyama aina gani hii? Mbona ina pembe hapa 
animal of what kind this? How come it has horns here 
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amaguru gayo gatari na manooko?” Nawe amang’ana 
miguu hiyo hayana na kwato kubwa?” Lakini maneno 
legs those do not have big hoofs?” But words 
 

gayo ngasigara gari mu-mitima gyebhwe. 
hayo yakabaki yapo mioyoni yao. 
these remained located in heart their. 
 

Wanjofu niwe :aariga ari omukuru wa ekiina, kimwi 
Tembo ndiye alikuwa yupo mkuu wa mpango, basi 
Elephant surely he was there the head of the meeting, so 
 

^naambisha ekiina kiyo. Riibhaga nditura-wo ereera mbarwajaga 
akaanzisha mpango huo. Wakati ukapitawo mbali wakajadili 
he began meeting that. Time passed there long they discussed 
 

kutyo bhareefware okunyoora amanji kwa okubha ekyaro 
hivyo watajivaa kupata maji kwa kuwa nchi 
thusly they will clothe themselves to get water for because land 
 

kyone kutyo kyumire turu omumwi gubhumire ansi inda. 
yote hivyo kimekauka kabisa jua limepiga chini tumbo. 
all thusly had dried out completely sun had hit below stomach. 
 

:Bhaagendereeye okurwaja riisuubha ndiyika mu-ruwotoosi. 
Waliendelea kujadili jua likfika kwenye utosi. 
They continued to discuss the sun arrived at the top of the head. 
 

Wamembe ^neemusha okubhoko iiguru. Wanjofu ^naamubhwira aaike 
Fisi akainua mkono juu. Tembo akamwambia aseme 
Hyena raised hand up. Elephant told him he may speak 
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aga mu-mwoyo gwaye. Kimwi Wamembe ^naaika ati, 
yenye moyoni mwake. Basi Fisi akasema kwamba, 
the things in heart his. So Hyena said that, 
 

“Enikukumya Wanjofu owa ekibharo, nawe anye noongwa 
“Ninakusifu Tembo mwenye heshima, lakini mimi nimesikia 
“I praise you Elephant one having respect, but I have heard 
 

amang’ana goone ganu kyarwajiishe anu, riibhaga 
maneno yote haya tumejadili hapa, wakati 
words all these we have discussed here, time 
 

ryagendere, woori kubhaki kisige okukora obhuramusi kwa 
limeendlea, sasa kwa nini tuache kufanya maamuzi kwa 
has passed, now why do we stop to make decisions for 
 

okubha eswe abhandi bhwagerere?” Gintyanyi egindi 
kuwa sisi wengine umechurura?” Wanyama wengine 
because we others have drained?” Animals others 
 

gitasombookeeywe riing’ana riyo ngigenderera era na 
hawakuelewa neno hilo wakaendelea tu na 
did not understand word that they continued simply with 
 

ekiina kyebhwe. 
mpango wao. 
plan their. 
 

Anu riisuubha eriyika mw-ibhanja, obhurimbo bhurya mbubha 
Hapa jua linafika uwanjani, ulimbo ule ukakuwa 
Now sun arrived on the field, bird lime that was 
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kikaananda mbwamba okugera. Wamembe ^naamba okugwatirira 
ufuta ukaanza kuchurura. Fisi akaanza kushikilia 
sesame seed oil started to trickle. Hyena started to cling to 
 

amayembe gaaye ^naaikaga ati, “Bhamura muteeshe ayo 
pembe zake akasemaga kwamba, “Jamani mwishie hapa 
horns his he was saying that, “Friends stop here 
 

ekiina kikaaje rundi, eswe abhandi bhwagera.” Gintyanyi 
mpango tutakuja siku nyingine, sisi wengine ulichurura.” Wanyama 
plan we will come another day, we others are drained.” Animals 
 

egindi :gyeejire okumuringira ngirora, kimari obhurimbo 
wengine walikuja kumtazama wakaona, kweli ulimbo 
others were coming to recognize him they saw, truly bird lime 
 

bhwagerere ku-mutwe gwaye, omwene woone agwatiriiye 
umechurura kichwani chake, mwenyewe pia ameshikilia 
had drained on head his, himself also had grabbed 
 

amayembe gaasiga okugwa ansi. 
pembe yaliacha kuanguka chini. 
horns stopped to fall down. 
 

Wanjofu ^naaika ati, “Mugwate uyo.” 
Tembo akasema kwamba, “Mshike huyo.” 
Elephant said that, “Grab him.” 
 

Wamembe okuungwa kutyo ^neesa eyo amayembe kimwi “Brrrwa” 
Fisi kusikia hivyo akatosha huko pembe kisha “Brrrwa” 
Hyena hearing thus had enough there horns then “Brrrwa” 
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Mmbe gintyanyi egindi gitangasiibhwe na Imbogo ngyamba 
Basi wanyama wengine wameongozwa na Nyati wakaanza 
So animals others were led by Buffalo they started 
 

okubhirimya Wamembe, nawe Wamembe ^naabhirima okubhakisha 
kukimbiza Fisi, lakini Fisi akakimbia kuwazidi 
to chase Hyena, but Hyena ran to exceed them 
 

^naawererera mu-ruwuusi. 
akaishilia msituni. 
he ended in forest. 
 

Kimari Nyamuwanga atakubhisa abhaanu abhabheeyi. 
Kweli Mungu hafichi watu waongo. 
Truly God does not hide people liars. 
 

Riigano ryani ndiweera ayo. 
Hadithi yangu ikaisha hapo. 
Story my ends here. 
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Appendix A: Noun class augments and prefixes 
Kwaya has a canonical noun class system. Out of the roughly twenty-four noun classes 
from Proto-Bantu (PB), Kwaya has at least some form of 18 of them (noun classes 12, 
20, and 17-18 are for diminutives, augmentatives, or locatives). Kwaya also makes use 
of the augment, but its exact function syntactically is yet to be determined. Table 
Appendix A-A lists the augments and class prefixes, along with Kwaya examples. Table 
Appendix A-B shows the noun-class pairings with the standard pairing listed first in 
each case. 
Table Appendix A-A: Noun class augments and prefixes in Kwaya 
Class Augment Prefix Kwaya Example English Gloss 

1 o- -mu- omugasi woman 
1a Ø Ø jaaji grandfather 
2 a- -bha- abhagasi women 
2a Ø bha- bhajaaji grandfathers 
3 o- -mu- omugunda garden 
4 e- -mi- emigunda gardens 
5 (e-) rii- riirobho hook 
6 a- -ma- amarobho hooks 
7 e- -ki- ekitebhe chair 
8 e- -bhi- ebhitebhe chairs 
9 Ø iN- injagi zebra 
9a Ø ii- iimumi catfish 
10 Ø giN- ginjagi zebras 
10a Ø gii- giimumi catfish 
11 o- -ru- oruganda clan 
12 a- -ka- akasasi spark (of fire) 
14 o- -bhu- obhuremo quarrel 
15 o- -ku- okuguru leg 
20 o- -gu- oguunu giant 
22 Ø ga- gabhutuku lizards 
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Table Appendix A–B: Noun class pairings 
Class Singular prefix Class Plural Prefix 
1 omu- 2 abha- 
1a ∅ 2a bha- 
1a ∅ 22 ga- 
3 omu- 4 emi- 
5 (e)rii- 6 ama- 
7 eki- 8 ebhi- 
9 iN- 10 giN- 
9a ii- 10a gii- 
11 oru- 10 giN-, gii- 
11 oru- 6 ama- 
12 aka- 8 ebhi- 
14 obhu- 6 ama- 
15 oku- 6 ama- 
20 ogu- 4 emi- 
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Appendix B: History of orthography development and changes 
Date Place and Group Event or Orthography Issues Tested or Changed 
2006-2007 Musoma, Tanzania Word collection and initial orthography 

workshops. 
Experimental orthography created. 

2008-2009 Musoma, Tanzania Ongoing research and orthography testing at SIL 
office. 

2009 Musoma, Tanzania Trial orthography status granted (see Kwaya 
Orthography Sketch, which describes the 
orthography at the time of reaching trial status). 

2010-2011 Musoma, Tanzania Informal orthography testing during literacy 
workshops.  
September 2011: Feedback was received from 
Kwaya speakers, who were participating in a 
literacy workshop, that the first letter of proper 
nouns should be capitalized. This was in contrast 
to the current rule of capitalizing the first letter 
of the noun stem on proper words. Other related 
languages, such as Jita, were also making this 
orthographic change, and it was seen as an 
improvement to the orthography. Capitalizing the 
first letter of a proper noun was implemented in 
Kwaya at this point in time. 

November 
2014 

Kamguruki, Tanzania The literacy department started a reading group 
in the Kwaya language area. They did an initial 
transition literacy workshop (2 days). They then 
returned in January 2015 for a writers' workshop 
(5 days). 

November 
2014 

Musoma, Tanzania A meeting was held with the Kwaya translators 
to address all the orthographic issues. During this 
meeting a plan was made for which issues 
needed to be tested in the community and which 
issues could be addressed in the office. 
It was confirmed that raabhe 'if' and raabhé 'even 
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if' are a minimal pair, and it is good to 
differentiate them using the acute accent on 
raabhé  'even if'. 
It was determined to look more at intervocalic 
semivowels during the community orthography 
testing trip to confirm that these should be 
written. 
It was confirmed that the associative has a 
separate meaning when the augment vowel is 
pronounced. This augment vowel should 
therefore be written when the associative has the 
meaning of ‘having’. 
It was confirmed that one form of 'or' in Kwaya 
is to lengthen the final vowel of the lexical item 
that would occur before 'or' instead of using an 
independent word for this conjunction. It was 
agreed that it is good to represent this vowel 
length in the orthography. 

March 
2015 

Kwaya reading group, 
Kamguruki 
 
*See Odom 2015b. 

Vowel length of class 5, 9, and 10 prefixes. 
Some Kwaya speakers perceived these vowels as 
long, while others preceived these vowels as 
short. The majority of the group advised that we 
should write all class 5, 9, and 10 prefixes long 
rather than short. It was also mentioned that the 
monosyllabic stems could be written with a long 
vowel while longer noun stems are written with a 
short prefix vowel. This suggestion was rejected 
in favor of having one vowel length rule for 
these class prefixes. 
Previously the locatives on the copular locative 
verb ri were written with a hyphen. Some 
preferred not writing the hyphen on these verbs 
due to the fact that they are short. During the 
workshop the participants agreed that they 
preferred to write the locative conjunctively with 
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the copular locative verb, both affirmative and 
negative. 
Question word clitics were discussed and tested. 
The participants clearly preferred to write the 
question word clitics conjunctively with the 
preceding word in all cases. This confirmed the 
rule that had been developed initially. 
The acceptability of adjacent nasals was tested. 
When the participants saw that the adjacent nasal 
was necessary to disambiguate certain verb forms 
they agreed that it was acceptable. 

2016 Musoma, Tanzania Additional research and informal testing was 
carried out concerning how to write intervocalic 
semivowels. The rule which had previously been 
in use was confirmed, meaning that very few 
vowel clusters are allowed in Kwaya. 

2016 Musoma, Tanzania Approved Orthography Status Granted 
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